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5 years ago

War step-up spurred protest
fna following matmriat hat
boen gathmmd from post
i.iua. or rh. SG N.wt
In order to understand
something of the events on
college campuses around the
country in the spring of 1970.
one must know a little bit
about the atmosphere of the
times.
The United States was
deeply involved in an unofficial war in southeast Asia.
Americans were being
drafted and tent into the
jungle to kill or be killed.
Many students all across the
country were disillusioned,

discontent. Several times in
the late sixties they had
taken to the streets in protest against big business, poluters. governmental action
and inaction and what they
felt was a giant military machine.
On April 7. 1970. it was
reported that the Cambodian
army had dispatched a large
force toward the South Vietnamese border to head off
Viet Cong who had crossed
into Cambodia.
A WEEK LATER. Cambodian Premier Lon Nol

appealed for outside military aid to meet the growing
menace of Viet Cong attacks
east, northeast and south of
the capital of Phnom Penh.
Students across the United
States, in the meantime,
staged moratoriums and a
three-day fast protesting the
federal government's Vietnam policy. Several colleges
and universities became the
scenes of boisterous demonstrations and sit-ins against
ROTC programs, which, to
the anti-war activists, were
analogous to the United
States' war machine.

Deaths at Kent State
By l.yu Itagas
Exec. Ealtar of CUae-ap
The events surrounding
the shooting of four students
at Kent State University
(KSU) are apparently still
unclear, despite efforts of
many investigatory bodies
to find the truth. The
generally accepted story,
however, goes like this:
Then-President Richard
M. Nixon's announcement
on April 30, 1970, sparked
demonstrations,
peaceful
and not so peaceful, on
campuses throughout the
nation.
KSU students were no
different. On May 1.
students staged a peaceful
protest on campus. That
night, however, students
downtown began pitching
bottles at campus police
cars. Police efforts to clear
the streets at midnight met
with violence from about 200
students.
The next night the
students rallied again, this
time turning their anger on
the ROTC building, which
they burned to the ground.
Leroy Satrom, then mayor
of Kent, asked Gov. James
A. Rhodes to scad In the
National Curd to restore
order.
RHODES ordered the
107th Armored Cavalry
Regiment and the 146th
Infantry Battalion to KSU
and declared the area under
martial law. He reportedly
ordered the Guard to
disband aU assemblies,
peaceful or otherwise
On Monday. May 4. some
500 students began to gather
in the Kent State Commons
for a noon rally. Campus
police ordered students to
disperse, but, instead,
students began ringing the
Victory Bell on the
Commons.
Then National Guardsmen
tried to disband students by
shooting tear gas at them.
The guardsmen were fully
armed with Mi rifles. .45
caliber submachine guns,
and .45 caliber pistols

From the Commons, Guard regulation which
individual
students began moving up permits
"Blanket Hill", next to guardsmen to shoot when he
Taylor Hall They started feels his life is endangered.
Students, however, were
throwing back tear gas
cannisters. and tossed rocks reportedly 75-100 feet behind
and pieces of cement at the guardsmen on the hill.
And no one closer than 75
guardsmen.
At this point, a group of feet was hit by the gunfire.
about 40 guardsmen
WHATEVER
the
separated from the 100 man explanation. Kent State
detachment, and went down University President Robert
the other side of the hill to I. White ordered the campus
clear students from the closed for what became the
parking lot and practice rest of the quarter.
football field behind Taylor
The ensuing-investigations
have produced no conclusive
STUDENTS continued to explanations about the
hurl stones and rocks, shootings No less than
guardsmen exhausted their seven probes, including
supply of tear gas. Several ones by the inspector
times some of the guards general of the Ohio National
kneeled in what looked like Guard, KSU Commission of
firing positions, allegedly to Violence
{Mayer
scare students.
Commission), the Ohio
At 12:25 p.m the smaller Highway Patrol, the FBI.
group of guardsmen President
Nixon's
marched back up the hill to Commission on Campus
join the rest of the troop Unrest
(Scranton
Some of the students started Commission), a special
to follow guardsmen up the state grand jury and a
hill when suddenly federal grand jury were
guardsmen opened fire
launched
Students said they did not
A state grand jury was
know the guardsmen's rifles convened in August 1970 by
were loaded, and some Gov. Rhodes The jury
thought they were firing returned
indictments
blanks
against 25 persons on
It was established later charges relating to the
that 16-17 guardsmen fired rioting.
35 rounds at students for
One student was found
about 13 seconds
guilty, two pleaded guilty to
Pour students were killed lesser charges, one was
and nine wounded by the acquitted and the charges
gunfire.
against the rest were
According to most dropped in November 1971.
reports, the four killed were
A federal grand jury was
innocent bystanders. Sandy convened in December 1971.
Scbeuer and Allison Krause and eight guardsmen were
were on their way to class. indicted on charges of
William Schroeder, an intentionally violating
ROTC student, was students' constitutional
watching the activities out rights by firing weapons at
of curiosity and Jeffrey them.
Miller told his mother the
The subsequent trial was
evening before he would not dismissed on Nov. 8. 1974
get involved in the demon- when Judge Frank Battisti
strations.
said there was insufficient
evidence to prove intent on
THE REASON guardsmen the part of the guardsmen.
fired upon the students is
Perhaps the mystery of
unclear.
Kent State will be cleared as
Ultimately, the guard a civil trial begins May 19 in
commanders rested their U.S. District Court in
defense on an Ohio National Cleveland

On April 21 then President
Richard
M
Niion
announced plans to withdraw 150,000 troops from
South Vietnam by May 1971.
BUT TWO DAYS later.
however, he asked Congress
for authority to end all student draft deferments in
favor of a lottery system and
ordered an end to deferments for occupational and
agricultural activities and
for fatherhood. That same
day it was learned that weapons captured from the
Communists in South Vietnam were being transferred

to the Cambodian regime
with U.S. approval.
On April 27. the White
House fended off questions
on the dispatch of U.S. arms
to Cambodia, but on April 29
the United States announced
it was providing advisers,
bombing strikes and other
support for a South Vietnamese attack on Communist
forces operating there and
on April 30. the President
admitted that he had
ordered an American attack
on a Communist base in
Cambodia
The announcement that a

bloody war that kept
exuding promises of winding
down was being expanded
only added fuel to the fires
of student rage On many
campuses, racial tensions
had contributed to a general
spring fever already blistering with anti-war spirit
It was a time of unrest
among a body of persons
who had found they
possessed the power to focus
an entire nation's attention
on their causes, but it was a
power which could not easily
be controlled. It was a time
which bred violence

Demonstrations at BG
There he announced the
cancellation of classes the
The news of the shootings next morning in favor of an
at Kent State traveled open discussion Some stuquickly around the Univer- dents demanded Jerome
sity. The reports were talk to them about the ROTC
garbled at first-some said program, the disarming of
more than four had died, campus police and the U.S.
some added two to a count of involvement in Cambodia,
nine wounded. No one knew but he declined
exactly how or why the traTHE NEXT MORNING
gedy had occurred, and it is about 2.000 students
probably safe to assume that gathered on campus and
no one suspected that five heard speakers of all politiyears later all the questions cal persuasions discuss the
still would not be answered
Kent incident, the Vietnam
Some students stood in conflict and the demands
front of the Union with made by various student
mimeographed sheets bear- groups, including a newlyng the news and calling for formed Black Student Union
a rally. Other students IBSU).
began to gather around the
Some students boycotted
steps of Williams Hall. They afternoon classes. Faculty
stood together quietly, Senate, meanwhile, adopted
stunned that what they a resolution requesting that
thought couldn't happen the University be closed
here had happened all too Wednesday as a memorial to
close.
the Kent students.
Shortly after 4 p.m.. about
Wednesday
afternoon
100 students marched from some 2.000 persons marched
Williams to the Administra- around campus, gathering
tion Bldg and occupied the support for a memorial
second floor, demanding to parade scheduled for that
talk with then-President evening in honor of the Kent
William T Jerome III The dead.
occupation lasted about 15
The Faculty Senate Exeminutes, but Jerome agreed cutive Committee, meanto talk to students from the while, voted against shutting
steps of Williams.
By Lisa Boulaager

May 4. 1975 passed at this
University with little notice
save a song dedicated to
Kent Stair at the Jefferson
Starship concert.
But at Kent State
University the weekend of
the fifth anniversity of the
deaths of four students was
filled with workshops,
speakers and rallies.
Executive Editor of Closeup Lynn Dugas and writer
photographer
Lisa
Boulanger. along with BG
News Photo Editor Dan
Feicht and photographer
Dan Ward, traveled to Kent
to cover the activities.
Guest writers Lisa
Boulanger and Barb
Brucker are graduate
assistants in the School of
Journalism.

down the University (a
move other Ohio schools
were eyeing), but said
instead that class attendance would be a matter of
individual choice
Some students attempted
to spearhead a strike of I
classes, saying they would
picket campus buildings and
parking lots and urge students to attend workshops
and rallies instead of
classes {The strike would
later be called 75-90 per cent
effective.)
Wednesday night some
7.000 persons participated in
the candlelight memorial
parade The silent march
formed on campus, headed
down Wooster Street onto
Main and turned down Court
Street back to the University.
THE REMAINDER of the > |
spring quarter saw a
number of changes at the
University. BSU leaders and
the administration came to
agreements which resulted
in the establishment of the
Ethnic Studies program, the
redecoration of what is now
known as the Amani Room
and a sharp increase in the
enrollment of black
students.
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The war in Vietnam isn't over yet, four
students haven't died at Kent State and the
small contingent of Bowling Green radicals
is considered by most to be ineffectual.
It's late April 1970
Richard Nixon will soon order the
insurgence into Cambodia and on enraged
college campuses, some of the nation's
heaviest politicking will occur.
People, mostly young and energized on
stop-the war idealism, will take to the
streets in showdown protests
Even at Bowling Green-never the
Berkley of the Midwest-the coterie of
active radicals will swell as the nation faces
off.
Its May 4.1970
BOWLING GREEN freaks'' have been
mustering support for a proposed nationwide
strike to protest the Cambodian incursion
The steps of Williams Hall is the
acknowledged center of operations from
which is dispensed passionate rhetoric
decrying American foreign policy.
One of the rhetoriticians is tall and wildhaired, regarding his audience through
smoky aviators. His name is Charlie Conn,
and he's known to anyone vaguely familiar
with campus- politics. A Yippie (Youth
International Party) leader, he seems
always at the forefront of campus protest.
Also ever-present and recognized is his
friend, who is also aligned with the Yippies.
He is Mark "Wally" Sheerer and he seems
quieter, less given to speechmaking than
Charlie. Though probably nonetheless
dedicated, Wally seems to play a preferred
back-up to Charlie's lead.
With the sidewalk cfaalkers. the poster
painters and the leafleters. Charlie. Wally
and friends were easing through a relatively
mild spring when, as Wally remembers, "all
bell broke loose."
"I'll never forget it," be says. "It's one of
those things like where were you when you
beard Kennedy was shot''

I

"MY ROOMMATE came out of the house
and said 'they've done it. they've massacred
students at Kent State."
The news of Kent roared to Bowling Green.
"I think I beard about it as quick as it was
happening." Charlie recalls.
"We were really right on it. We hit our
mimeograph machines.
"People were really shocked. We just
walked In and stopped classes. We didn't,"
he adds cynically.' 'even raise our hands.''

The message was that there would be a
rally in an hour-a rally to deal with the
reality that, not too far from Bowling Green,
four students were dead
More than 500 persons showed up on
campus when then-University President
William T Jerome addressed the student
population soothingly. And. whatever the
reason. University students were apparently
soothed: Bowling Green remained open
while other Ohio colleges and universities
shutdown.
At Bowling Green, however, the SO or so
"heavies" of the anti-war student movement
had activated. About 100 students invaded
the Administration Hldg . thousands
marched in a Kent memorial candlelight
parade and a protest strike of classes was
extremely effective-at least on the first day
Even those who. according to Wally. had
tried "to conveniently avoid the issue." were
drawn into the debate over Vietnam-by way
of Kent Stair
"IN THOSE DAYS the pressures were
such that you pretty much had to take a
side." says Wally "It was hard to stay in the
middle.
"In those days the pressures
were tueh that you pretty much
had to toko a side. It was hard to
stay in .he middle."
"Like we used to put on the banners of the
time, you had to decide whether you were
part of the problem or part of the solution."
Wally remembers, though, that while they
may not have considered themselves part of
the problem, there were those in the Bowling
Green community who didn't seem
particularly taken with being part of the
solution, either.
"The vast majority of the Bowling Green
student body was totally isolated-living in a
dream world concerned only with the basest
material concerns." he contends.
"We were constantly fighting a losing
battle to educate them."
The "battle" was waged most visibly by
the speakers from the steps of Williams.
"I liked to talk in front of people." Charlie
says. "I used to like to go and argue with the
people at ROTC about the war in Vietnam."
He was. he says, "just voicing what a lot of
other people probably felt and believed. So
when I said it, they said 'that's just the way I
feel-right on I didn't mind being a focal
point for some of that energy.''

TODAY-lhe day of the interview- Wally
and Charlie seem happy. They slap palms
and congratulate each other on the end of the
war in Vietnam
Yet. as the discussion progresses, it seems
that under what they feel about the end of the
shooting war. there is a somewhat nostalgic
yearning for the days of street
demonstrations
"Whew, those were the days." Wally says
earnestly "Seriously, those were some of
the best years of my life.
"1 wasn't in school much longer after that,
so I luckily didn't have to experience the
depoliticizing of a college campus."
He is, then, aware of a change in the
temperament of the University and
universities in general?
Oh yes. he nods "Every time I use the
word revolutionary' these days it feels kinda
funny cuz it's hard to remember that in
those days, students-however misguidedlyfelt that they just might be part of a
revolution that might do more than it
eventually did."
He hastens to qualify his comment by
crediting the anti-war movement with doing
"a hell of a lot of good."
"It did as much good as anything creative,
original and progressive does in
America...before it got co-opted and
swallowed up in the system, it made a few
lasting impression

May U. 1*73. "•• »• *f/*m*

energies on broader peace issues and zero in
on economic concerns.
"Just 'cuz the war's over, the issues still
remain Nothing's changed in this country,"
Charlie says. The 1971 graduate of the
University predicts the flagging economy
will breed street demonstrations that will
make the protests of the late sixties "look
tame."
In a lot of ways, economic issues are
"better" than war issues. Charlie says. He
explains that as an emotional issue, the war
prompted little investigation of one's
political ideology instead, feelings were
pretty much "gut level."

ECONOMIC ISSUES, on the other hand,
should result in the birth of a "real leftist
force," according to Charlie.
Although fond of recalling the old days,
Charlie doesn't seem inclined to mourn
them.
"I look about the same as I did four or five
years ago," he says, tugging at a stray curl.
Now in management at WMHE-FM in
Toledo. Charlie says his politics are "almost
exactly the same. But certainly my
actions., boy. I mean if I'd seen me back
then, I'd call myself a sell-out.
"Once you're forced to be responsible for
yourself, though, there're a whole lot of other
problems that enter it.
"The minute you start to work for someone
who's paying you. you've made the major
"SOME THINGS are different." Wally compromise." Charlie says.
admits. And one of those differences is that
THE TIMES, though, are a changing for
Wally. a 1971 graduate of the University, is
everyone and perhaps nowhere has the
now news director at WIOT-FM in Toledo
As Kent has faded in and out of the media change been more evident than in the
limelight, there has been a tendency to contrasts between the riot-torn war years
overlook what Wally calls "an infamous day and today's college campuses.
"I'll tell you, I wouldn't want to be a
in American history", in favor of breaking
freshman in college today," Charlie says
news
But. claiming that parents of those "Their economic prospects look pretty
students killed at Kent "haven't been able to bleak. To be younger than us living in the
get anything approaching justice," Wally is shadow of us has to be pretty difficult."
He says today's college students lack a
adamant that the 1970 incident still rates
common bond.
news coverage.
"There was some sort of thing that we had.
"Every time that temptation to be tired of
Kent State came up. I just remind myself of We were all the same age, we were like the
how I felt on May 4. 1970-and it was generation that was kind of being rejected,
terrible," Wally says. "So far. no one has we were all in colleges," Charlie recalls.
"And even if you didn't agree with it, you
really had to answer for it and that will
were kind of caught just being where you
always bother me."
Charlie, too. is bothered by what happened were and as old as you were, being
at Kent, but on this particular date he seems associated with what we were associated
more inclined to talk about current trends with.
and celebrate the takeover of Ho Chi Minh "These kids don't have anything," Charlie
says. "No cause, no purpose, no nothing
City.
The anti-war movement, he says-now left Like I said, they're living in our shadow."
more or less without a cause-will refocus its
It's 197S.
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Memories take
new meaning
By Liu Boalanger
An unofficial rally on the Kent State Commons
Saturday noon drew fewer than 250 participants.
including the children and the dogs. That evening the
Eagles were heard by some 5.000 in an SRO concert
While speakers at that noon rally recounted events in
southeast Asia and gave eyewitness accounts of the 1970
killings at Kent State, tennis balls flew over nets on the
courts behind the podium, a Softball game was in
progress to the right, and. behind the listeners, a pack of
pick-up players tossed a basketball around
And while anti-war activist Daniel Berrigan spoke to
some 300 persons in the Kiva at the University Center
Saturday evening, a group of high schoolers in Gatsbylook tuxes and flowery formats shuffled around the
softly-lit ballroom upstairs.

opinion
It was Fr Berrigan who perhaps best described the
weekend's events as "schizoid."
Though the focal point was the commemoration of the
fifth anniversary of the deaths of four Kent students in a
confrontation with National Guardsmen, the memorial
coincided with a Communist victory in Vietnam and a
promise of peace, finally, in that war-torn land
Mingled, therefore, with a sense of loss was a certain
satisfaction among many of those attending the
activities, a feeling that perhaps the student
demonstrations at Kent and across the country had
helped bring the conflict in Vietnam to a swifter end.
Perhaps what accounts most, though, for the
eclecticism of the memorial weekend is the fact that
most of the 20.000 students at Kent State University were
in high school when death thrust their campus painfully
deep into the public eye.
College students today have a different direction than
their counterparts of the sixties and seventies. Their
problems are more economic than political I though the
dividing line is a thin one I and most of today's students
are concerned more with getting a job than with getting
ROTC off campus
It is not surprising, then, that the atmosphere at Kent
last weekend was not particularly one of mourning The
dead students have become but symbols of an age
through which the American people lived and from which
they learned that violence often breeds nothing but
violence
Instead, as Daniel Berrigan pointed out in his speech,
the energies of those who died in the struggles both in
this country and abroad during the war years should be
absorbed into the bones of the living so they might still
continue to spur change.
Perhaps this is the message of Kent. 1975. Bury the
dead, but take up their energies in pursuit of new causes,
in pursuit of life.

By Lyaa Dagai
Exec. Editor of Close-ap

KENT--A candlelight
procession and night-long
vigil highlighted activities at
Kent State University on the
fifth anniversary of the Kent
State shootings
Four students were killed
and nine wounded in a
confrontation here with the
National Guard May 4, 1970
The shootings occurred
after a weekend of student
protests against the
bombing of Cambodia
Father Daniel Berrigan.
Elizabeth McAllister and
former Sen
Eugene
McCarthy were featured
speakers during the
weekend
Friday afternoon was
devoted primarily to
workshops led by antiwar
speakers Igal Roodenkoand
Bob Mayer, representing the
War Hesisters League, each
conducted a workshop.
Roodenko spoke about his
involvement
in
organizations advocating a
peaceful society.
Ralph Schoenman. an
active investigator of
political
assassinations,
conducted a workshop on
government suppression He
said his goal was to get the
facts out to the people
EVENING ACTIVITIES
consisted of a memorial
service and two media
presentations. "Kent State;
1970" and "Confrontation:
Kent State "
Kathy Kahn, a folksinger
and activist known for
composing and singing
working class songs,
performed throughout the
weekend in various
programs Friday evening
she sang at a coffeehouse
songs she had learned during
a recent visit to China.
The victory bell on the
Kent State Commons called
approximately 200 students
to an "alternative" rally
Saturday noon, sponsored by
the War Resisters League
and Vietnam Veterans
Against the War
The theme of the rally was
"celebration of the end of
Vietnam involvement "
Speakers at the rally
included Gary Staiger. staff
member for Universal and
Unconditional Amnesty: Chi
Ucci. one of the Kent
students indicted for the
1970 demonstrations. Tom
Grace, former Kent student
wounded in 1970, Maver.

organizer for the War
Resisters League Plains
Midwest Region. Steve
Cagan from the Indochina
Peace Campaign and Mike
White of the Peoples
Bicentennial Commission
The rally celebrated the
victory of the Vietnamese
people, who speakers said
had won the right to govern
themselves
without
imperialist Intervention
Speakers claimed the deaths
of four students at Kent
si.Mi' and demonstrations on
other campuses helped bring
the Vietnam war to an end.
Several of the speakers
chastized the media for
depicting the surrender of
South Vietnam as a tragedy.
They said it was a victory
for the people of South
Vietnam, not a defeat
Ucci. charged in 1970 with
second-degree rioting,
related the events of May 4.
1970. as she witnessed them
She said justice has not been
done to the students killed
on May 4. because Ohio Gov
James Rhodes has not been
forced to answer for his
actions She charged that
Rhodes sent National Guard
troops to KSU only because
he was conducting a "law
and order" campaign for the
upcoming election.
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Fr. Daniel Bxtigan

MORE WORKSHOPS lead
by folksinger Kathy Hahn.
Holmes Brown, a writer and
political activist, and Father
Berrigan were scheduled for
Saturday afternoon
Father
Berrigan
conducted a workshop on
community values Ht said
that to attain America's
definition of "the good life"
demands the misery of
others
"Like all superstates." he
said, "in the United States
war is a daily business
Human death is the main
game-human welfare is
only extra-curricular " He
predicted the United States

would soon be involved in
another conflict because
"the values of war are in
us."
Father Berrigan s evening
speech began on a more
solemn note as he offered a
reading of his poetry in
living memory of the four
students killed at Kent
Referring to the midnight
vigil for the Kent students,
he said. "We are not holding
a wake out of sentimentality
and romanticism but to
rework the energies of the
dead into the bones of the
living "
THE END OF the
Vietnam war is a rebirth for
only those who crawled
through the Sixties." he
said Because, he said, there
has been a lack of change
among those in authority,
"it is still a dangerous lime
There is still a lot of stray
metal seeking a target "
Later that evening a
memorial marker was rededicated
"in living
memory of Allison Krause.
Jeffrey Miller. Sandra
Scheuer and William
Schroeder " The marker,
which is in the parking lot
where the students died, was
dedicated on behalf of KSU
faculty to replace a- plaque
stolen last year
After the dedication, more
than 2.500 persons took part
in a candlelight procession
around campus in honor of
the four dead
The procession was led by
four persons carrying
lanterns. At the conclusion
of the march the four took
positions at the sites where
students fell five years ago.
Volunteers took turns
maintaining the silent vigil
throughout the night
Activities on May 4 began
with an interdenominational
service in Taylor Hall
attended by about 100
persons.
At noon there was another

He said the Kent students
were "destroyed by the
American way of life, where
rigidity and conformity are
valued over change."

She said the people of the
United Statei must
remember Vietnam and
what it did to them
America, she said, is
characterized by violence,
real and potential and the
only nope for America ia
remembering.
McCarthy, who in August
1970 sponsored an unauc
cessful senate bill
amendment declaring that a
governor could not send
armed guard against a
civilian population without
the President's approval,
said the United States'
without the President's
approval, said the United
States' righteousness and
policy of application of force
in Vietnam spilled over into
its attitude toward domestic
demonstrations
The rally was ended with
folksongs by Kahn.
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McAllister said "forgetting is the one great sin.
and Kent State University is
already forgotten by most."
forgotten by moat."
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DR. LUNINE spoke about
the events in May 1970 and
the actions taken by the
faculty to reaffirm the
students' civil rights He
called the Center for
Peaceful
Change,
established at KSU shortly
following the Kent
shootings, "a precious,
fertile, living memorial to
the dead and wounded "

EVERY
TUES.-WED.
SPECIAL

THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI
CONGRATULATE

on being selected
Assistant Student Representative
to the Board of Trustees

rally, sponsored by the May
4 Committee attended by
about 1.500 persons.
Featured speakers were
Elizabeth McAlfister, antiwar activist: former Sen.
McCarthy; Tom Grace and
Dr Michael Lunine. former
dean of KSU Honors and
Experimental College
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Popular Doobies score again
Over the last few years, a
common myth has developed regarding popular rock
bands and artists This is the
belief that acts which are
able to make the connection
with a mass, top 40 audience
cannot be taken seriously
For some reason, it seems
that critics and serious listeners equate mass popularity with mediocrity Granting the overall validity of
this observation, it has
proved troublesome for
several good bands
Most notably. Chicago and
Three Dog Night come to
mind Critically applauded
at first, these groups suffered merciless poundings
as soon as they began selling
hit records
I'nfortunately. the music
these bands produced was
still good. and. as Chicago's
Robert Lamm once told me.
"We can't help it if we're
popular too "
BE IT A matter of snobbery or petty jealousy, this
problem of critical vs popular acceptance has given
these bands considerable
irritation in the face of
otherwise successful
careers.
Another band that falls
into this category is the
Doobie Brothers Many dismiss the band as purveyors
of trite shlock. but the fact
remains that the Doobies
have three albums currently
riding the
"Billboard"
charts, and one of these has

been there for a stunning 111
weeks
The Doobies' latest
album. "Stampede." will
undoubtedly join the others
this coming week
Stampede" is a good
album It should please the
legion of current Doobie
fans. And. if they will give it
a chance, critics and serious
listeners should also find it
appealing
The appeal of "Stampede"
lies in its easy-going Southern California lightness The
songs here are crisp and
highspirited They bubble
with enthusiasm and a sensitive combination of creativity with a simple pop sensibility

deal of careful planning, and
the work pays off in a
mellow, happy and thoroughly enjoyable record

have been Fears have been
that Tanya will suffer a
similar fate
"Tanya Tucker" is her
first album without Billy
Sherrill On it. Tanya proves
In a deal that helped her that many of the worries
realize one of her big ambi- may have been unfounded
tions i to become a million- Working with producer Snuff
aire by the age of 161 Tanya Garrett. she has come up
Tucker recently moved with an album that captures
from Columbia Records to her powerful voice at its surthe MCA label
prisingly sultry best
This move has alarmed
Although considered a
many of the brash young country artist, another of
teenager's supporters With Tanya's major ambitions is
the change of labels, she has to be another Elvis Presley
given up a good working
On this record, it is obvirelationship with Billy Slier - ous that she is working to
ril. one of Nashville's top- broaden her appeal from
rated producers, to move straight country audiences
into an uncertain future
to general pop audiences
Many of the songs are
MANY RECALL a similar played with a pure pop
move made years ago by emphasis And. although
Brenda Lee-a move that is Tanya's strength still lies in
generally considered to have her conventional country
made her career much less tunes, her potential for the
spectacular than it could pop market is apparent

THE DOOBIES' two
major strongpoints are evident throughout the album
There are plenty of interesting melodies provided in the
form of the Doobies' distinctive vocal and guitar work
DOONESBURY
And these are overlaid on
a rolling foundation of bass,
drums and rhythm guitar
The album's rockers are
fairly typical Doobie
Brothers' compositions
Their feel and basic sound is
quite similar to songs like
"China Grove" and "Black
Water "
These rockers are intermixed with a nice selection
of slow and acoustic tunes
The transitions from rocker
to acoustic piece and back
are all even and naturalfeeling This shows a good

None of the material or
MorSON IS a percussionperformances here are as ist who has the drive and
inspired as the best of her creative insight found in
work with Sherrill. but they fellow percussionist Billy
are consistently good. The Cobham To complement his
forecast disaster has been frantic drumming and keyaverted, and the result is an board work. Mouzon has
album that should appeal to gathered five excellent
fans of country and easy-go- musicians who are able to
ing pop music alike
cook with as much intensity
as their leader
The growing body of
music that could be called
"electric jazz" is continuing
to provide some of the most
exciting moments of musical inspiration on record
today It is in this field that
popular music is currently
feeling its strongest burst of
creativity
Among the many electric
jazz albums now available,
one of the best and most
exciting is Alphonse
Mouzon's "Mind Transplant "

Together, the six of them
create an energetic brand of
music that is reminiscent of
the best of the Mahavishnu
Orchestra and Return To
Forever.
Charged with the energy
of Mouzon's drumming, it
surges and throbs, providing
each soloist with the chance
to turn in many creditable
solos
This album would be easy
to overlook, but it is well
worth the effort of finding it.
if you like this style of
jazz/rock
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Pathet Lao strengthens position
VIENTIANE. Laos (API The government on Sunday
night appealed to the populace to remain calm, denied
rumors there would be
bloodshed in Vientiane and
prohibited Laotian and foreign residents from leaving
the country
The orders were issued in
a broadcast by the Laotian
national radio
The directives were given
under the name of the mixed
security forces, the security

body of the coalition government of rightists, leftists
and neutralists set up under
the 1973 peace accord to
keep peace in the capital.
THEY WERE aimed at
forestalling rumors and
fears that a violent transfer
of power to the Communistled Pathet Lao was imminent
The rumors came after
Premier Souvanna Phouma
virtually conceded yester-

day that the Pathet Lao have
won the struggle for control
of Laos. He said it is necessary to look at the facts and
prepare to reach "an accord
with history."
If the Pathet Lao win control of Laos, the country will
be the third of the USbacked countries of Indochina to come under Communist control in recent
weeks. Cambodia surrendered April 17 and South
Vietnam on April 30.
Souvanna
Phouma's
speech followed the resignation of four senior rightist
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cabinet ministers and the
removal of three top rightist
generals from their posts
This amounts to the collapse of the pro-American
wing of the coalition government and leaves the Pathet
Lao as the only cohesive
political organization in the
country.
IN NEIGHBORING Cam
bodia. the official Khmer
Rouge radio proclaimed the
country's strong ties with
China and thanked North
Korea, Vietnam and Laos
for their support in "defeating the U.S. imperialists "
China provided most of
the weaponry for the insurgent army in its five-year
war and also harbored the
exile government of Prince
Norodom Sihanouk.
There were DO thanks for
the Soviet Union, which had
a "caretaker" diplomatic
mission to the old regime.

Its embassy building in
Phnom Penh was sacked by
the victorious Khmer
Rouge
A radio broadcast from
Saigon said the Viet Cong
military command is making plans to reopen Tan Son
Nhut airport, which was hit
by rockets and shelling in
the last days of the US.
evacuation
Air force personnel and
civilian technicians were
urged to report to work at
the airport all of this week to
get it ready for use.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
correspondent Matt Franjola. one of three AP newsmen who remained in South
Vietnam after its surrender
to the Viet Cong, reported
from the Mekong Delta that
farmers were preparing
their fields for expected
rains, commerce was booming and war-damaged homes
being rebuilt.

A coalition government
was set up in Laos on the
basis of the peace accords
signed in Paris in February
1973. The rightists and the
Pathet Lao each were given
six cabinet posts and neutralists two.
Military forces of the
rightists and the Pathet Lao
were assigned to different
areas of the country. Vientiane and the royal capital of
Luang Prabang were
declared neutral. However,
sporadic military clashes
have occurred since April.
Souvanna Phouma, a U.S.backed neutralist who has
long tried to balance the
right-wing and Communist
sides in Laos, told a gathering of high officials, including King Sisavang Vathana,
that 20 years of upheavals
"have clearly resulted in a
new situation."
"We must stop the fighting. The war has reached an
end," he said.
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BG's first singles man Gl.nn John.on gav. Ohio U'» Phil JoHey a lough workout lost Saturday, bul
lost in three sets. JoHey sported a 16-4 rocord going info Iho match. Johnson finith.d 4-4 in MidAmorkan Conforonco action thii taring and 8-6 ovorall.

Netters nipped by OU

Fifth singles nottor Davo Trimblo returns a hard
tarvo by his Ohio University opponont in last
Saturday'! match. Trimblo lost in two close sets.

ByDuGariieM
Aiiltlut Sporti Editor
A winning season has
eluded the Falcon nelters
once again
Not since 1969 has the BG
tennis team enjoyed a winning record. Last weekend,
Ohio University destroyed
any thoughts BG coach Bob
GUI had of celebrating his
second winning season in
seven years at the helm 01)
defeated BG. 5-4. on the University Arena courts.
Meanwhile, first-year OU

Newsphotos
by Ed Suba

coach Dave Stephenson. a
former graduate assistant
under Gill here in 1973. celebrated his team's 16th win in
21 starts-the finest record
in OU tennis history.
COACH GILL said after
the match that he couldn't
be unhappy about a 500 season. He said he predicted his
netters to finish far less than
500 before the season began
"Before the season began.
I predicted we'd be 5-9. " Gill
said, pointing out the losses
through transfer and graduation of three netters who
were the backbone of last
year's second-place MidAmerican
Conference
squad

"The last match (thirddoubles loss to Ohio) was
typical of our season. No one
has quit," Gill added. "In
comparison of what I had
anticipated before the season, we did pretty good.
In the first-singles match
last Saturday. BG's Glenn
Johnson got another taste of
the stiff competition that
awaits him next week at the
MAC championships Johnson lost a three-set decision
to Phil Joffey, 6-3,4-6.6-3
In the second and third
singles matches. Bob Green
was defeated by Pete Kendall in straight sets, while
Rob Dowling assured himself of a conference placing
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Fourth-tingle* player Doug Dennis' »low-and easy
pace game paid off this year. The junior captain
finished 6-1 in MAC play earning a seed in next
week's conference championships at Kalamaxoo,
nsjcn.

by beating Tom Eiler. 6-4, 61.
IN THE FINAL three
singles matches, fourthplayer Doug Dennis earned
his sixth straight MAC win.
defeating Steve Elkus. 7-6.63.
However, an upset at fifthsingles set the stage for an
Ohio team victory. BG's
Dave Trimble was upset by
unheralded Jeff Sherrin. 6-4.
7-6. jeopardizing Trimble's
hopes for a league seeding
next week.
At the sixth-singles spot.
Tim Howell clinched a seed
with his sixth league win in
eight attempts He defeated
Eric Fjortoft. 6-2.6-2.
Ohio coach Stephenson
said Oil's 16-5 team record
bests the former record of
15-10 set in 1969 Asked if he
thought OU's chances for
the league title or possibly
equalling last year's secondplace tie i with BG> in the
MAC championships were
good, he said "no chance "
"We'll be very fortunate
to come in second." he said
"Anything is possible
Realistically. I think Miami
will win it. We could come in
from second to ninth-it's
that close."
THE DOUBLES competi
tion at the first spot saw one
of the best twosomes in the
league. Joffey and Kendall
(19-2), drop BG's first team
of Johnson and Dowling in
straight sets. 6-1.6-3.
The two-doubles team of
Green and Sid Couling (BG)
surprised many, winning its
first match since April 11.
defeating Eiler and Elkus. 64.6-4
The toughest match of the
day was the three-doubles
contest. BG's Dennis and
Trimble grabbed the first
set 7-6 in the tie-breaker, but
dropped the second set, 7-5
and the deciding set. 6-3, giving OU its sixth MAC win
this season.
The Falcons finish 5-3.
tied for third place in
regular season conference
action.

